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1.0 SUMMARY
The objectives of this study ure to calculate in-flight fuel temperatures, determine the effects
_. of th_,;e temperatures on the use of broadened specification fuels in production aircraft, and
to eva'uate fuel system ,nodificarions for use of these fuels. Four hypothetical hydrocarbon
fuels ave used in this study to represent a wide variation from current jet fuels: two high-
vapor-pressure, 35 kPa (5 psi Reid Vapor Pressure), 70 kPa (10 psi RVP); and two high-
z_ freezing-poir.t filels, -29°C (-20°F) and -18°C (0°F). ;_
_:. t'5,-'- Fou. _ representative present day aircraft missions furnish tile baseline data: a 900 km (500 n.mi.)
Boeing 727 flight, and 3700 km (2000 n.mi.), 5600 km (300 n.mi.) and 9100 km (4900 n.mi.)
. _, Boeing 747 flights. Seasonal and climatic extreme values of fuel loading, airport ambient
and in-flight ambient temperatures are established. These data are used in Boeing's Aircraft
_- Fuel Tank Thermal Analyzer (AFTTA) computer program which is a theoretical model
of an aircraft fuel system, to twedict the in-flight fuel temperatures. Previous work
. has indicated excellent correlation of these predicted in-flight fuel temperatures with
recorded data.
At conditions giving maximum-in-flight fuel temperatures, boil-off losses for the high-vapor
pressure fuels are calculated. These are a maximum of 3.3 percent for the 70 kPa vapor
pressure fuel, with allowance for evaporative cooling. No modifications are investigated for
the nse of high-vapor-presst!i-e fuel, but procedural changes are shown to be beneficial for
long range ulissions.
At conditions giv;,ng minimmn in-Ilight fuel teulperatures, the predicted fuel temperatures
- are lower thm_ the freezing-point of tile study fuels. Consequently, methods of preventing
the fuel from reaching its freezing poinl are investigated and the results indicate that the
only feasible method is to provide heat into the fuel tanks. The heat requirements for
the extreme minimum in-flight ambient temperature conditions are 6500 kJ]min/tank
(0200 BTU/min/tank) for the -18°C (0°F) freeziitg-point fuels and 3700 kJ/rain/tank
(3500 BTU[min]tank) for the -29°C (-20°F) freezing-poil;t fuel. tteating requirements
-- can be reduced by insulating the ft,el tricks, but insulation alone is insufficient to main-
.... tain fuel temperature above the freezing point in all cases.
?
" Several modifications to existing aircraft systems are investigated, defined as minor modifica-
tions using existing heat rejected by tl_c aircraft systems and major modifications which
involve Inore exleusive changes and sized for the use of the -I 8°C freeziug point fuel. The7-
modifications are evaluated as to their ability to provide the required heat and tile complexity
of tbei_ development arid installation on current production aircraft.
:. A fuel consumption pemtlt:,' is asaessed for each modification operating at the design condition
of 1111extreme ininimun_ in-I]ight ambient temperatt_re. Since it is unrealistic to assume that
: the aircraft will encounter tile design condition on every flight, an average flight condition
.-- was established to delermine t e aver; ge t t zat on rate. The utilization rate is used to
i_. calculate tile average I'ut.I cousnnlption penalty.
k
2.
£,
2_ ..........
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The results of this study indicate that minimum in-flight fuel temperatures on short range
flights are influenced by fuel loading and airport ambient temperatures. Minimum in-flight
fuel temperatures on long range flights are dependent only on altitude stagnation temper-
atures. The -29°C freezing point fuel can be used without modifications in short range
flights. This fuel can be used under all conditions in long range flights through the use of
modifications. The use of the -I 8°C freezing point fuel would require major modifications t
with greater economic penalties. Ground handling modifications are required with the use
of-18°C fuel where ambient freezing may be a problem. These modifications involve a
minimal cost per volume of fuel handled. 1
The penalty in increased direct operating costs (DOC) and return on investment (ROI)
expressed as fuel cost decreases necessary to offset the increased economic costs, is gener-
ally less than 0.3 cents/liter (one cent/gallon). Changes in other fuel properties, e.g., heat
of combustion, may have a several fold greater effect on costs.
S
3
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2.0 INTRODUCTION
This report presents tile rcsulls of a study performed by tile Boeing Commercial Airplane
Conlpany, under NASA Conlracl NAS3-19783, t t.ed, "Program to Study the Effect of
Broadened Fuel Speci/ica|ions on the Design and Performance of Aircraft Fuel Systems".
Tile objeclives of this study arc tu calculate in-flight fuel temperatures, to determine tile
• effects of these temperatures on the use of broadened specification fuels in production
aircraft and to evaluate fucl system modifications for use of these fuels.
The world production and rest r',,e suppl_ of petroleum chides poses a con,*inuing problem
of maximizing fuel availability, in the face of increasing costs and limited choice of crude
type. There is general agreement that permanent relaxation of jet fuel specifications will
be required if fuel suppliers are to produce jet fue sirt necessary quantities and at reason-
able prices (Ref. 1).
Jet fuel is a blend of hydrocarbons which can be manufactured from any of the available
fossil sources, includiog shah" oil and coal liquids as well us petroleum. The fractional yield
and cost of refining jet fuel from tile crude sources are influenced by properties of the
source atld the specification limits of tile I'l_el, particularly the boiling range. In addition
to small changes in combustion and transport properties, the greatest effect of broadening
the boiling range toward lower temperatures is increased wlpor pressure. Tile greatest effect
of broadening tile boiling range toward the higher temperatures is increased freezing point.
The relationship of jet fuel properties has been the subject of several reviews, including
two rcccnl books I Refs. 2 alld 3). The problem associaled with use of high-vapor-pressure _*
fuels is altitude boi!-off losses I l{cfs. 4, 5 and 6). The problem associated with high-freezing-
-. point fuels is potential lille blockage and poor punlpability {I_,el's. 2 add 6). Suggested
• methods for correcting freezing poil_t prol_lcms have included fucl additives (Ref. 7l, tank
-,. agitation IRcf. 71, insulalion (Ref. 81, aml heating fuel in Ilight by exhaust heaters (Ref. 8),
""'- combustion healers ( Ref. 8) and compressor bleed heaters ( Ref. 7). Tile insulating effect
of frozen fucl layers inaidc fucl tanks has also been calculated {Ref,,,. 8 and 9).
Ill Ihe present study, practical desiglls were sou_Iilt for the use of the broadened specification
: fuels on sllorl-I'allgc Boeing 727 mid long-range Boeing 747 mis,sions. In-flight fuel temper-
-'- atures were calctllalcd, tlsing Boeing's Aircraft Fuel Tank Thermal Analyzer (AFTTA)
_- cotnpkller plograltl, It} establish the lnaxinlkllll temperatures for hit,,b-wtpor pressure fuel
°" problelnS and lhe minimunl temperatures for high-frcezingqmint fuel problenls. (Jse
- of the Boeing A F HA program has betel described in Reference 10. Measured ill-fligllt
t:" temperatures reported ill Rel'erctlces 5, I 1 aud 12 and various unpublished airline sources
have been used Ill ecrif.v the AFTTA program. Baseline seasonal and climatic ambient
airporl and altiltlde temperatures and fuel loading temperall.lres were establiabcd in this
' sllldy Ill reprcscll( a slatislical one-day-il-ycar ext.dllle case.
' This report plcsents Ihc boil-off calculations for tile high-vapor pressure fllels. Procedural
I]ighl altitude chilllltes ale discussed but m_ shuclttral nlodil'icatioqs are evaluat_,d for these
fuels. lhc design nludics concmltrated on Ihe high-frccziug-lmqd fuels, l-h_. :,cope of the
%
- j
' I I I I
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investigation included several methods of in-flight heating, insulation and ground handling
modifications. Heating systems inch_de minor nlodifications using existing heat rejected by
the airclaft and tile major modifications were designed to maintain fuel above -I 8°(! (0 ° I_
at all conditions. The more promising designr are evaluated in terms of weight, fuel con-
sumption penalty, estimated direct operating costs and return on investment penalties.
4
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3.0 BA..EdNE MISSION, TEMPERATURE AND FUEL DATA
3._ MISSION PROFILES
I:olH" i'cpret4cnlltli'¢c conlnlt2rt.'ial airlinle nlisb, ions weft2 selected as tile [][isis for ]be broadened
specification fu,.'l studie:_, t:or tlle_,e missions, typical tligbt profiles were defined in terms of
altitude, sl_ccd fucl consumplion, payload and gross weight. Tile four aircraft missions are:
. _" "le
-7"0 la) 900 _:nl (500 n.mi.) flight of a Boeing 727-200 aircraft(171 3700 km (2000 n.tui., _ lligbt of] Boeizlg 747-200 aircraf,
. (c) 5f.O0 km 13000 n.mi.) flight of a Boeing 747-200 aircraft " , , ,,,.
(d, t)]00 km 14900 n.mi.) flight of a Boeing 747-200 aircraft
Tbc flight profiles were established its typical schedules based oil standard atmospheric
conditions Althottgh actual llight profiles would differ due to ambient conditions and i
aircraft tt_HTic, these differ,:n,:es have a minimal effect on the resulting fuel temperatures.
Therefore, the flight pr,Jfdes for each of the four missions were the stone regardless of the
assumed climatic or seasonal conditions. The flight profiles are plotted on Figu¢es I through
3. Figure I shows the altitude ]lid Math number variation for the short-range 727 mission, i
Figure 2 shows tile ;altitude and Math nl.lnlber variation for tile long range 747 nlissions. !
Figure 3 is an example of the lime history of fuel consumption for the qlO0 km (4900 n.mi.)
747 missiol:. Silnilar data were oh]allied for all tile other missions. ,_
3.2 TEMPERATURES BASELINE DATA
For thc_,e studies. I'cpresclll:.lli:'c values were desired for the fuel loading, airport ambient
and altitude mubient temperature',. Six _,c_sonal-climatic conditions were selected, torte-
silo it g I(i _.llll/lller and winter seasciink :it tile tropical (-+30°latitude), warnl temperate
(30 ° to 50 ° latitudcl :ind cold temperate 150" to 65 ° latitude) zones. Extreme values of
tcinperaturc were dcfi." _d _is those expected one-day-a-year, or a 0.3 percent prob_!!]ility.
. "l"le fuel loading tenlpcraturcs _ere compiled from information from Shell Oil Co. and air-
line stltlrccs iivailablt' to tile ]oc |g ('Ol_ll)anv. The data were analyzed for tile airports
- in each climactic zone. :rod statistical Jistribu'ions of expected fuel temperatures were
•_ t:a]Clllillctl. An CXaluple of the rmlge of fuel loading t.,_lnperattll'es for the warm Icmperate
-- zonc i', -.llt_Wlaoll ]-:Ulll'e 4. Fronl these plots for all the seasonal-climatic conditions,
' variou,, fucl loading tt'mpcl'i;tures within tile 0.3 percc t pob all[lily ",','ereselected.
: '1he ainporl ,mllliclll I,:tnl_eratttre data were Colupiled fronl tile Boeing temperature data
:. 7 topoi ted ill R_'ICIClI_.C13 Ic_l cacb of tile airports from which fuel loading ten'lpcrature
thld _t'l'C _l]_lililnCd. IClllpcri!tnrcs were selected to represent ininin'luln and nlilXilntllll
().3 p_'lt-t'nlt i_l¢_b:lhilily c\lrenlleS anti nnc;lll vahles for tile six _,easonal-cIilnati,-" conditionls.
:= ]-flicht ;l!tilltde ;itllbi..'nt t¢lllperatnres Ior _llC ()0() knl (500 II.llli.| 727 mission were obtained
-----" fl'Olll I_.clcictlc.2.s 14 alnd I 5. Ill _.'ol'rc_ptJnd t(i eilCh o1 tilt' sclisonal-clJlllalJc conditions.
I!lniforln Idlnn[wraltlre _radienl/!, Inom the viH'iou., [,i_,._ort anlbienlts |o the altitttdc ambient
Iclllpel;It Hrc_', WClC ,l_,:_illllc'd.
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Figure 1.-Flight Profile for the Boeing Model 727.200, 900 km (500 nrff) Mission
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-- For the long-range 747 missions, in-flight altitude ambient temperatures were compiled
from military standards and atlases as described in Reference 10. Scheduled airline routes
' were superimposed on polar temperature charts to establish representative temperature pro-
files. The resulting temperature-time plots shown on Figure 5 were established for each
" mission. These temperature profiles represent the minimum.and maximum 0.3 percent
•-. probability extremes and are not necessarily a representation of an individual flight. The
4 portion of the flight where.the minimum altitude ambient temperature occurs corresponds "
:::, to that portion of the flight which is over the Polar region. However, it has been determined
:_ that the minimum fuel tank temperatures during flight is not influenced by the minimum
!T altitude ambient temperature or when it occurs, unless-it occurred at the beginning of
:--- cruise. In this case, the minimum fuel tank temperature would not be as low as tile case
:_--" illustrated on Figure 5. Uniform temperature gradients from the various airport ambients
._-: to the altitude ambient.teml_eratures were..gls 9 assu.med. .....
" A summary of the extreme values of the fuel loading, airport ambient, and altitude ambient
temperatures for the four missions and six seasonal-climatic cases are shown on Table 1.
- 3.3 PROPERTIES OF BROADENED SPECIFICATION FUELS
:_. Four hypothetical fuels were selected as the basis for these studies. Two were defined as
L high-vapor-pressure fuels: 35 kPa (5 psi) Reid Vapor Pressure and 70kPa (10psi) RVP. "_
-" The Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP), ASTMD-323, is a standard volatility characteristic defined (
nominally as the vapor pressure at 38°C witb a 4 to 1 vapor-liquid volume ratio. Two fuels
.7. were defined as high-freezing-point fuels: -29°C (-20°F) and --| 8°C (0°F) freezing points.
_" Typical distillation curves were constructed for tbe hypothetical fuels. The high-vapor-
pressure fuels had wide-cut distillation curves, similar in slope to those of wide-cut jet
. = fuels such as ASTM Jet B. The distillation temperatures representing the desired RVP was
_- - calculated from charts in the CRC Aviation Handbook, cited in References 16 and 17.
._ The high-freezing-point fuels had narrow temperature rangc distillation curves, similar ill
7: slope to tbose of AS'I_M Jet A. Correlations of distillation temperatures with freezing
_ point is poorly defined, due to the variance of tile chemical composition of the fuel.
=:. Representative data for e_tablishing the distillation curves were taketa from Reference 17.
_:- Comparison with typical diesel fuel and No. 2 fuel oil propertie_ at similar distillation
_Y" ranges showed freezing point agreement wiflfin 6°C.
~
:. Tile key properties of the hypothetical fuels are summarized in Table 2. Properties of
: Jet A, ASTM D_1655 are also included for comparison. The Jet A values are typical rather
.I[ t lali mmimum spec'ficat'on values. The typical valae._ are taken from the 1976 sample
3 surveys reported in Reference ! 8,
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Table 1.--Temperatures for 9ase/ine Studies
Fuel loading Airport ambient Ambient altitude Ambient altitude
9" temp *C, Tfo temp *C, Tam temp °C, Tal t temp *C, Tal t727 missions 747 missions ,'
Tropical zone
Winter months 32.8 30.8 -26.8 See profiles
in figure 5
7.8 -13.9 -52.7 for maximum
hot day
Summer months 38.2 38.9 -26.8 extreme and
minimum
24.4 6.1 -39.2 cold day
extreme (one-
Warm temperate zone day-per-year
probability),
Winter months 22.2 32.8 -36.2
- 10.0 -26. I -58.3
Summer months 37.8 47.2 -25.3
15,6 1.7 -44.7
i,,
Cold temperate zone
Winter months 12.2 16.1 -39.7
-21.1 -38.9 -60:7
- Suln mer months 21. I 35.0 -30.7
12.2 - 0.6 -52.3
z-
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Table2. --Properties of Fuels ]
Property Fuel type )
Jet A High-freezing-point High-vapor-pressure
typical (Ref 18) -20° F 0° F 5 RVP 10 RVP
; ;. Freezing point, _C -46 -29 -18
°F -51 -20 0
Reid vapor pressure,
• kPa 35 70
(ASTM D-323) psi 5 10
Distillation temp, °C
volume recovery, 10% 188 210 252 75 49
20% 195 210 226 100 74
50% 213 238 288 160 133
70% 229 249 301 200 171
99% 246 266 322 242 216
final 267 288 357 279 260
10% slope of curve,
°C/% 2.6 2.4
10% to 90% slope. °C/% 0.73 0.70 0.88 2.09 2.09
Avg. volume boiling-
point, °C 214 236 286 155 129
Characterization
factor, Kc(rcf, 17) | 1.82 11.67 11,68 11.7 ! 11.81
Specific gravity,
60/(_0 .810 .832 .858 .783 .760
°APi 43.1 38.6 33,5 49.2 54.3
Net heat of combustion
kJ/kg 3,3300 43000 42700 43500 43,_;00
Btu/ll) 18609 18470 18370 18700 18820
.5
Viscosity at 50° C,
. cSt 1.4 1.6 2.8 0.60 0.5()
13
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Table 2 shows several values from the coi.st_, q 'l_ "o,sl_..atlon curves, slopes, gild average
7 boiling points for the hypothetical fuels. _;,,., . _;_:yand cbaracterization factor for the
¢* a
: -290C freezing point fuel were selected llorn ,z .s_ty-distillation data as found in References
:-. 17 and 19, The characterization factor (Ref. _:, page 81, fqr example) is a calculated index
:: used to describe the general chemical classificatic.n of petroleums. The characterization
factors al.d, in turn the densities of the other hypodtetical fuels were calculated by the
:-" relationship of characterization factor and average boili.rtgpoint from tables in Reference -._- 19, assuming all fuels originate from the same crude base.
ii0
The net heat of combustion, viscosity and additional properties shown on Table 2, were _ _--
:. : . estimated from correlations in References 17 and 19. In particular, it should be noted that
the net heat of combustion of the -18°C freezing point fuel is slightly below the minimum
_._ :- specification for Jet A of 42800 kJ/kg (18400 _lu/Ib),
---
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- 4..0 ANALYSIS OF IN-FLIGHT FUEL TEMPERATURES
4.1 THEORETICAL MODEL OF FUEL TANK COOLING
Boe" lg's Aircraft Fuel Fank Thern, al Analyzer (AFTTA) COlnputer program was used to
predict the in-flight fuel temperatures. This program utilizes a theoretical model which
assumes that exchange of heat between tbe fuel and its surroundings is ;i time dependent
pbenomenon, but the properties involved generally cbange slowly enough to permit a
: - i quasi-steady state treatment over sufficiently small time intervals. Energy and mass balances
are performed on the fuel system for a given time. The bulk mean fuel temperature in the
tank is determined as a function of time by solving the steady state heat transfer equations
for consecutive short time intervals,
The program takes into account heat flux from the fuel through the external boundary
: layer, beat input from pumps, hydranlic lines and radiation to tbe environment. Tbc effect
_-- on the cooling rate of stringers witbin the fuel tank. the radiation from unwetted upper
tank surfaces, and the change in wetted area of the tank as the fuel is withdrawn are included
.7
in the thermal calculations. This program also has the ability to determine tile effects of
._ fuel that is heated and recirculated back into the fuel tank and also fuel that is transferred
from other fuel tanks.
4 The primary factors affecting fuel cooling rate are ambient temperature, airplane speed
" and fuel tank heat transfer cbaracteristics. Tile secondary factors include fuel transfer pro- ,_';
• . cedure, initial fuel temperature and heat transfer characteristics of fuel pumps, and lines :"
of Ileal exchangers. Tbe principal uncertainty and major assumption in tbe theoretical
model is that the fuel within the tank is uniformly at tbe same temperature everywhere
at any given lime. In tbe real system considerable stratification and gradients in fuel tem-
perature will occur. Furtbcr, tile real system fuel will be sloshed around depending oil
:- flight conditions. Neither of these factors are accountable at present and it is unclear with-
- out further testing what these effects will do to the resulting fuel temperature. ('omparison
-- with actual flight data as discussed in Section 4.3 stlggests th;tt fuel stratification is minimized
-T
!, . by fuel sloshing and thus tile effect on fuel temperature is small.
":--:" 4.2 PREDICTION OF IN-FLIGttT FUEL TEMPERATURES
- ln-lligbt fuel tenlp_ralnres were calctdated for each of tile missions and seasonal-clilnatic
-: combinations listed in Table I. using tile Boe ng AFT" "A compt ter program Calculations
-" were based on tile geometry and capacity of the outboard wing fuel tanks of tile 727 and
T- 747 aircraft. "lhc fuel cooling rate in the outboard tanks is greater than Ihe inboard lanks
bccattse of tile smaller I_ael capacily and the larger heat transfer surface per vohnnc. "lhe
5 prediction of fnel temperatures for the 747 also included tile small outboard wing reserve
3"-- tank because fuel is transferred from these lanks 1o the outboard main lanks during Ilight.
: . Examples of solnc of tile in-llight fuel temperature calculation rcstllls arc presenled in
Figures _ througll I0. Figure (_shows the predicted ftlcl tank tenlpcralnres for the 90q
-- :, km (_(10 n Int.). 727-200 airpkme mission, based on the coldest airport and altitude ambient
~ .*
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temperatures. Two fuel loading temperatures of 12°C and -21 °C are plotted. For the coldest
fuel loading case, the minimuln fuel temperature, attained at the end of the flight, is about
-31 °C. 11is interesting to conlpare this temperature to the altitude boundary layer recovery
temperature, T R. F6r all 0.9 recovery factor, T R is found by (Ref. 10).
TR=(I +.I8M 2) TAL T (I)
For a cruise Mach number, M, of 0.82 and an altitude ambient temperature, TAL T, of
212K (-60.7°C), T R is -35°C. Thus at the extreme ease for the short-range mission, the
-'_"_ in-fligbt fuel temperature will approach the altitude recovery temperature, T R. Fuel loading
..(:_ temperature intluences the in-flight fuel temperature, although its effect is somewhat dimin-
ished toward the end of the flight. Airport ambient temperature, not illustrated on this
figure, has a similar affect. ""
Figure 7 shows the predicted fuel tank temperatures for the 900 km (500 n.mi.) "27-200
mission, based on the hotest airport and altitude temperature conditions. These _.mditions
will occur in the summer, at the warm temperate zones in desert regions. (Two fuel loading
temperatures are shown.) For the maximum temperature case, the airport ambient tempera-
ture influel:ces the in-flight fnel temperature, altitude cooling is small.
Figures 8 through 10 are calculated in-flight fuel temperatures for the 3700 km (2000 n.mi.)
5600 km (3000 n.mi.) and 9100 km (4900 n.mi.), 747-200 missions at extreme minimum
temperatures. Two fuel loading temperatures are shown on each plot. The altitude ambient
temperature schedule for each mission has been illustrated on Figure 5. For the 3700
km (2000 n.mi,) mission, in Figure 8, the altitude recovery temperature is --40.8°C. The
in-flight fuel temperature for the lowest fuel loading condition approaches tbe altitnde
- " recovery temperature at the end of the flight. The influence of initial fuel teml_erature is
reduced during the comse of the flight and is very small at the end of the flight. This effect
is more pronoupced for the longer missions shown on Figures 9 and 10. The effect of initial
temperature is nil at the end of the 5600 km (3000 n.mi.) mission and at the last balf of
:" the 9100 (4900 n.mi.) km mission. For both these missions, the minimnm in-flight fuel
--" temperature approach the altitude recovery temperature of-44°C after about 5 hours of
flight time. Tbe final fuel temperature increase is a result of the altitude ambient temper-
ature schedule shown on Figure 5.
..L.
Similar calculations were made predicting median and hottest day extremes for the long-
range flights. For purposes of the broadened specification fuel used in this study, Figures 8
through 10 illustrate the coldest extreme conditions of interest.
In summary, it is noted that for short-range flights, in-flight fuel temperatures can be greatly
influenced hy fuel loading and airport anabient temperatures. Coldest fuel temperature occurs
:" at the end of the flight and hottest fuel temperature, at the hottest initial contlition occurs
.'_" at tile beginning of tile flight. For long-range Ilights, nlinimum in-fiigbt fuel temperatures
- are prod cted during thc flight approaching the altitude recovery temperature. After 5 hours
" of tlight time (3700 km (2000 n.mi.} or longer), initial conditions have no iollnence on tile:o-
• resulting in-llight fuel temperatures.
_ __
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- Notes:
_i • One-day-per-year minimum temperature extreme ............... o
_! C) • Cold temperate zone, winter months /
20 • Airport ambient temperature _38.9°C
• Altitude ambient temperature per figure 5 _"
L Start of cruise
10
Initial fuel Io_Jing
o, temperature .................
== o
12.2° C
P.
" E
-10
U.
--20 End of cruise
-4O
I I I I I - I f
11: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Flight time , hr
Figure 9.-Predicted Fuel Temperatures for 5600 km (3000 nrni) 747-200 Mission
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\ 4.3 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED FUEL TEMPERATURES
•' WITHIN-FLIGHT DATA
.I
A large number of transatlantic flight trip logs showing fuel cooling datawere obtained
_" from several airlines. The initial fuel temperatures, flight profiles, fuel quantities, tank
: Q characteristics and ambient conditions for these flights were used in the AFTTA program
and the computed fuel tank temperature-time histories were then compared with the
"_ recorded data. The mean absolute deviation for all these comparisons was 2.50C.
_ ' : " Reference 10 discusses the accuracy of the AFTRA program, its sensitivity to various
!i Parameters and possible sources of err.ors. A recent comparison of fligllt data and predicted
fuel temperature is shown.on Eigure 11. For this very long-range flight, Mach number,
stagnation temperature and fuel tank temperatures were recorded. These values together
with the fuel usage and flight altitude were input into the AFTTA program to yield the
predicted fuel-temperaturcs. The predicted fuel temperatures agree within 2°C of the
'[ :- meaSurr.d fuel tank temperatures.
i _--
7 The statistical extremes used in this report and shown on Table 1 and Figure 5 are regarded
-_ as reasonable representations. By comparison, early literature reports (Refs. 5, 11 and 12)
i indicate representative minimum altitude ambient temperatures of-66 to -70°C. Data
: .. furnished by British Airways indicate measured altitude ambient temperatures as low as
r
! . -80°C with a very low probability. Consequently, the minimum value of-72°C used in
i -7 this study is regarded as a reasonable extreme for the stated 0.3 percent probability and tile
derived in-flight fuel temperatures are reported with confidence.
E
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5.0 ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF HIGH-VAPOR-PRESSURE ....
7
FUELS ON AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
-_ The use of high-vapor-pressure fuels in aircraft will be limited by max;mum fuel tempera-
- tures, wbere boil-off losses may occur. Ground and crash safety and other high-volatility
problems were outside the scope of this study. The fuel temperature prediction indicate
that maximumfuel temperatures will occur at the initial clilr,b portion of the flight (see
Figure 7). Data for the hottest combination of temperatures shown on Table 1 were used
m. i for the calculations with the two hypothetical high-vapor-pressure.fuels
• 5_I FUEL BOILOEF LOSSES ............
5.|. 1 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS
For the hypothetical highwapor-pressure fuels, plots of vapor pressure as a function of
:- temperature were constructed by relating the Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP) to the true vapor
pressure (Refs. 20 and 2 l) and establishing true vapor pressure-temperature correlations
(Ref. 19). From standard altitude-pressure charts, (Ref. 22) and the altitude ambient temp-
- eratures used in this study (Table 1). the altitude at which boiling begins was determined for
each fuel and mission. At altitudes above which boiling begins, the weight percent of fuel
lost was calculated by (Ref. 23):
W= X (h-hb) (2) 76(
where W is the weight percent of fuel vaporized at altitude, h,
hb is the altitude where boiling begins
X = 3.5907 iu S.I units
S+1.076
- S = slope of distillation curve at 10% distilled point, °C/%.
From the fuel property table, Table 2, for the 70kPa (10 psi) RVP fuel S=2.4 and X=I.04.
...... For the 35 kPa (5 psi) RVP fuel S--2.6 and X=0.98. The calculated values of W for the
70kPa RVP fuels are plotted on Figure 12 as parameters in a graph of altitude against fuel
temperature. The maximum case of fuel temperature for tile 900 km (500 n.mi.) 727-200
mission taken from Figure 7 is superimposed on this figure, indicating boil-off losses for this
flight, based on the adiabatic vaporization calculation. Maximum boil-off loss is indicated as
about 5.8 percent. Similar calculations were made for the other missions at the hottest
temperature conditions.
5.1.2 CORRECTIONS TO CALCULATIONS
A realistic assessment of fuel boil-off losses should include the change in foel temperature
due to adiabatic latent heat evaporation, changes in fuel tank pressure due to fuel depletion
and pressure losses in the vent systems, changes in fuel composition due to fractio,ml vapori-
zation, fuel loss through humping or foaming, and fuel loss through evaluation of dissolved
air at altitude. Only the first of these is treated quantitively here, btlt some remarks will be
nlade concerning the other effects.
E!REOE¢INOI- .... _' _._t_ NOT F'IEItILt'_
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5.1.3 LATENT HEAT OF EVAPORATION EFFECTS
The bulk fuel temperature decrease. AT, in the aircraft fuel tank due to the latent heat of
vapor(at(on is _:iven by:
&T = LW
Cp (100-W) (3)
. where W = weight percent of filel evaporated
O" L = latent heat of evaporation
_ O Cp = specific heat of the fuel
For the high-vapor-pressure hypothetical fuels, AT is'1.8°C/% evaporated, a typical jet fuel
value. The effect of latent heat cooling is to reduce the rate of evaporation: Table 3 is a
summary of the maximum boil-off losses for the 70kPa RVP fuel for each mission at the
hottest conditions, comparing boil-off losses without corrections and boil-off losses with
latent heat of evaporation effects.
Table 3.--Boll.Off Losses for 70kPa R VP Fuel
at Maximum Temperature Flight Conditions
With evaporative Temperature
Mission Without cooling cooling decrease
W% W% AT. °C
90Okm(500 n,mi.)
727-200 5.8 3.3 10.4
3700km (2000 n.mi.)
747.200 5.1 3.0 9.2
5600km (3000 n.mi.)
747-200 5.4 3.2 9.7
9100kin (4900 n,mi.)
- 747-200 3,3 2.0 5,g i
Additional calculations ('or the 35kPa RVP fuel indicate maximum boil-off losses for the
-.- short-range mission arc 1.2 percent with no cooling assumed, and 0.7 percent with tire latent
- heat correction. There are no bod-off losses for tile longer missions with this fnel.
• 5.1.4 OTHER BOIL-OFF EFFi_CTS
-: Several other factors influencing Iuel boil-oH" have been note,I. A_ a mixture of hydrocarbons.
: Ihe eqnilibritlln vapor composition of lilt _ fuel is richer in the lower boiling conslituenls, ttcnce.
_; as the fuel is vaporiT, ed. it "weathers", cbaughlg ill compositiott, st(oh that the boiling point
- of tile reinMning liquid increases. "fhis re(lutes the quantity evaporated after all apprecialde i i
" perccnt hoil-off, t]
_:- _.
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In addition, "bmnping" or foaming of tile high-vapor-pressure fuels at altitnde can occur.
Evidence indicates that this behavior results from the supersaturation of the fuel with either
vapor or air, or both. With the high-vapor-pressu,e fuels, instability when boiling is about to
commence may lead to a very violent bump. This type of fuel is prone to foaming and boil-
over at high rates of climb. Experimental results indicate that the severity of bumping is
dependent on the rate of climb. Rates of climb greater than 1500 m/min (5000 ft/min) were
required to produce bumping with sufficient vigor to project liquid fuel into tile vent line
(Ref. 23). The maximum rate of climb for the study missions of the 727 and 747 aircraft
are 800 and 550 m/min (2500 and 1700 ft/min) respectively. Titus, it appears tmlikely that
bnmping or foaming will be sufficient to cause significant fuel loss throngh tile vents.
An inadequate fllel tank system can cause a pressure drop resulting in a higher tank pressure.
This will decrease boil-off and cause tank pressarization which can be desirable, if controlled,
as discussed in the following section.
5.2 SYSTEM ,¢dqD FLIGHT MODIFICATIONS FOR USE OF
HIGH-VAPOR-PRESSURE FUELS
5.2.1 TANK PRESSURIZATION
Pressurizing the fuel tanks is an obvious approach to allow use of high-vapor-pressure fuels
at the extreme temperature conditions. On Table 4, fuel evaporation losses are compared for
unpressurized systems and those with a nominal 14kPa gauge (2 psig) pressurization. Maxi-
taunt pressurization required for no boil-off losses and conversely maximum initial tempera-
ture to prevent boil-off losses with n,a tank pressurization are also shown. For the case of the
727 aircraft mission, pressurization required for zero boil-off exceeds tile structural limit of
24kPa gauge (3.5 psig).
Table 4.--Boil-Off Losses for Pressurized Systems
70kPa RVP Fuel
Weight% fuel lossfor Pressurization Maximuminitial
Mission maximumtemperatureconditions requiredto prevent fuel temperatureboil.off to prevent
nressurizedto kPa,gauge(Psi9) boil-off
Unpressurized 14kPa(2 psig) ° C
900kin (500 n.mi.}
727 5.8 3.2 40 (5.8) 7
3700kin (2000 n.mi,)
747 5.1 2.5 32 (4.7) 7
5600km (3000 n.mi.)
747 5,4 2.7 33 (4.8) 7
£100km (4900 n.mi.)
747 3.3 t.O 20 (2.9) 7
28
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5.2.2AUI_ITUDE CHANGES
Since the ill]lOLII1f of fuel boil-ofT is a fUllCt[Oll of tank pressure (airplane altitude), changing
tile flight profile by climbi_g to a lower initial cruise altitude will reduce fuel boil-off losses.
.__ On the other h,md. fuel consumption will increase due to the lower cruise altitudes. Some
preliminary calculations were made on these effects. A reduction in cruise altitude of 122m
(400 ft) will reduce boil-off losses by approximately I% for the 70 kPa RVP fuel. For long
range 747 missions, the increased fuel consumptio_ with Ibis change of initial cruise altitude
" is small and a net savings of fuel is predicted. For tile short range 727, fuel consumption
_,_.3" pmlalty from the change of initial cruise altitude is gt'cacer than the savings in fuel boil-off.
5.3 EVALUATION OF HIGH-VAPOR-PRESSURE FUELS
_lhc calculation and evaluation of the performance and economics of the system modifications
for use of the high-vapor-pressure fuels were outside the scope of this study. Tile thermal
analyses reporled here indicate possible trends ill the rise of these fuels. It appears at this
time that future broadening of jet fuel specification will be in the direction of higb-boiling-
poi ]t (hiszh-Ireezing-pointl fuels rather than towards the high-vapor-pressure fuels. The higll-
vaporq_rcssure fuels compete with the large motor gasoline market alld introduce safety and
flash point problcm_, which were not considered in this study. Furthermore, the use of high-
vapor-pre_-stu'c fuels Inay require aircraft struclural changes for increased pressurization in
some missions which may involve substantial and costly modifications,
2q
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• 6.0 ANALYSIS OF EFFECT OF HIGH-FREEZING-POINT
FUELS ON AIRCRAFT FUEL SYSTEMS
"L
"- The use of high-freezing-point fuels is limited by the minimum fuel temperatures, where
freezing of the fuel may occur. Freezing of the fuel, which is a mixture of hydrocarbons, is
: not a definite phase change at a fixed temperature. Nevertheless, freezing of jet fuels is to
--\') be avoided because the great increase in viscosity can affect the pumpability of the fuel or
_ --. the presence of solid crystals of wax can block filters and other flow passages. The subject
= of fuel freezing and pumpability is reviewed in Reference 2.
6.1 MINIMUM PREDICTED FUEL TEMPERATURE
The predicted in-flight fuel temperatures calculated by the Boeing AFTTA program were
used to establisll operating limits for the high-freezing-point fuels by establishing minimum
fuel temperatures. In practice, an additional in-flight margin of 3°C is required above the
- fuel freezing point to allow for temperature gradients, gauging inaccuracies, or fuel specifica-
tion tolerances. For the purposes of this report, minimum temperature for use of the high-
freezing-point fuel will be the defined freezing point.
For the short range mission, it was loted (Fig. 6) that the minimum fuel temperatures are
largely dependent on the fuel loading or airport ambient temperatures rather than the altitude
ambient temperature, because of the relatively short cruise time. For this short range mission,
the following minimum in-flight fuel temperatures were calculated for all combinations of
airport and altitude ambient temperatures:
Fuel loading temperature Minimum in-flight fuel temperature
: oC ° C
-%
:. Minimum (-21. I ) -31
:_ above -14 -29
i,- above +4 - 18
Thus the -29°C (-20°F) freezing-point fuel can be used for all short range flights where the
fuel Ioadin- temperature is -14°C or higher and the -18°C freezing-point fuel can be used
- for flights where the fuel loading temperature is 4°C or higher.
: For tile longer range 747 missions, it was noted that the influence of fuel loading tempera-
-- tures diminishes anJ becomes negligible for flights longer than 3700k,o (2000 n.lni.). Thus
z: tile minimum fuel temperature cannot be controlled by the fuel loading temperature, and
for the extreme case, minimum in-flight fuel temperature is as low as -44°C, This study
- concentrated on reducing the cooling rate of the fuel tanks with insulation aud heating the
- _' fuel tank with heat available from the aircraft systems.
=- 6.2 FUELTANK INSULATION
: Prediction of iq-flighl fuel ten)petal,.ires were calculated rising a re,luted heat transfer co-
:" eMcient ofO.()5 W/.m-°K (0.375 BLu/Hr-FI2-°F/Ft) equivaleut to a glass nlicro-balloon
:_._ and epoxy instdatinu. The insuhltiou, iflcludiug coatings, supports and adhesives, was assumed
: i_ECEOING PACt: BLANK rln%" FIE]_'I_
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to have an overall density of about 600 Kg/M3 (specific gravity of 0.60}. It was recognized
that the practical installation of this insulation inside present production aircraft fuel tanks
would be extremely difficult but an external coating might be possible. Exan_ples of the
in-flight fuel temperatures for insulated fuel tanks are presented in Figures 13 to 15.
Figure 13 is a one-day-per-year extreme altitude ambient temperature condition with a -2 I°C
fuel loading temperature for the 747-200, 3700L,,. (2000 n.mi.) mission. The zero curve
represents the baseline, no insulation case which was presented on Figure 8 and is !acluded
as a reference. The other curves show the effects of various thickness of insulation for the
same flight conditions• A 2.5 cm (1 inch) thick insulation raises the minimum fuel tempera-
_I ¢j • oture from -39 C to -32 C. Figures 14 and 15 present the corres,nonding insulated tank data
t"_, for the 5600km (3000 n.mi.) and 9100kin (4900 n.mi.) 747-200 missions respectively. For
all three long range missions, a 2.5m insulation thickness which is considered a practical ,-,-
maxinlum, minimum fuel temperatures remain colder than -29°C. Thus insulating the fuel
tank is not sufficient to prevent use of the high-freezing point-fuels in all cases.
6.3 FUEL TANK HEATING
In-flight fuel temperatures were also calculated with constant heat input into the fuel tanks,
representing sources of aircraft system heating• Representative results are plotted on Figures
16 to 18. Figure 16 is the predicted in-flight fuel temperature for the 3700km (2000 n.mi.),
747-200 mission at the one-day-per-year extreme, altitude ambient temperature conditions.
Again the zero c_trve represents the baseline no-heat input conditien previously presented on
Figure 8 and included as a reference. The additional curves are the resulting fuel tempera-
tures for the given heat inputs per tank. Figures 17 and 18 show tl_e corresponding predicted
in-flight Fuel temperatures for the 5600km (3000 n.mi.) and 9100kin (4900 n.mi.), 747-200
missior,s respectively.
Heat input increases fuel temperature during flight and raises the minimum fuel temperature.
Thus rates of heat input can be selected to provide the desired minimum fuel temperature.
The determination of heating rate for the use of high-freezing-point fuel is illustrated on
Figure 19. This is a plot for the various amount of heating for the 9100kin (4900 n.mi.)
mission at the one-day-per-year extreme altitude ambient temperature condition. It indicates
(othat to maintain the fuel above -29 C, 3700 kJ/rain/tank (3500 Btu/min/tank) is required.
To maintain the fuel above -18°C, 6500 kJ/min/tank (6200 Btu/min/tank) of heating is
required. It should be noted that for this condition a fuel loading temperature of-.21°C
was assumed. The fuel loading temperature is colder than the freezing point of-I 8°C and
means lbr greund heating must be provided. Ground beating requirements will be discussed
later in this report.
6.4 COMBINED HEATING AND INSULATION
Although the calculations indicated that insulation alone Wasnot sufficient for use of high-
freezing-point fuels, insnlation may be used to reduce the heat input required. Figure 20
shows the predicted in-flight fuel temperature for the 9100kin (4900 n.mi.), 747-200 mission
with O.t'_cm( I/4 inch) lhicknt, ss of insulation with various rates of heat Inputs. Figure 2 I
shows the corresponding data for a 2.5cm (I inch) thick insulation. The zero curve repre._ents
the baseline condition of no-insulation and no-heat input previously presented on Figure 10
and is included as a rerelence. Figure 22 is a cross-plot based on the previous figures which
32
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illustrates the combination of heating and insulation required to maintain a minimunl fuel !
temperature for the 9100kin (4900 n.mi.) mission, Lines are shown across the figure corres-
ponding to the freezing-point of the two hypothetical fuels at -29°C and -18°C. For use of
the highest freezing point fuel, it can be seen that the heating requirement of 6500 kJ/min/ !
tank for non-insulated tanks is reduced to 4100 kJ/rain/tank with 2,5cm of insulation, i
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• Figure 14.-Predicted Fuel Temperatures With Insulation for 5600 km (3000 nmi) 747-200 Mission
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Figure 18.-Predicted Fuel Teinperatures With Constant Heat Inputs fo_
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7.0 MINOR MODIFICATIONS OF EXISTING AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
FOR USE OF HIGH-FREEZING-PO!NT FUELS
7.1 INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION
The results of predicted fuel tank temperatures, examples of which are shown on Figures 6
througl" 10, indicate that minimum in-flight fuel temperatures may be as low as -44°C. Fuel
f temperatures lower than -29°C are predicted for a portion of long range flights in winter.
E Fuel temperatures lower than -18°C are predicted for a greater portion of short and long
range flights. Thus the freezing point of the two high-freezing-point fuels will be reached
unless fuel, procedural, or aircraft system modifications are initiated.
: Several possible approaches to allc .... use of high-freezing-point fuels are feasible but were
considered outside the scope of this study. These include additives, or other alteration of
standard hydrocarbon fuel properties, aircraft flight altitude and procedural changes (see
discussion in Ref. 10) and minor effect._ such as fuel agitation (Ref. 8). lntertank transfer
between the warmer inboard and colder'outboard tanks was considered and the results
showed only a small fuel temperature difference between the tanks, 5°C maximum. This
fuel temperature difference diminishes toward the end of the flight. This technique is not
covered in this report. Insulation has been included in the thermal analyses but evaluation
of insulated tanks or systems will be shown to involve extreme weight penalties as a modi-
fication to present aircraft, and no detailsof.insulation systems are included.
This study therefore concentrated on minor and major modifications to the aircraft fuel (
systems to permit the use of high-freezing-point fuels. Minor modifications are defined as the
use of existing heat rejection sources by system changes readily incorporated in production
aircraft. These heat inputs were assumed to be provided to the fuel throughout tile length
.- of the Ilight. Each heat sonrce system was considered individually for simplicity. ('ombined
heat sources would add operating complexity and possible safety hazards.
:-
:. 7.2 DESCRIPTION OF MINOR MODIFICATIONS
• Tiffs section of tl_e report describes the heat sources investigated for tile minor modifications.
- These Inodifications are based on the 747-7.00 aircraft with the .IT9D engines becanse the
-:" previous calculations have indicated fuel freezing problems are most likely to be encountered
:-- on long range 747-200 inissions. However, similar systems and modifications can be
_- proposed for the 727 aircraft.
-- 7.2.1 AIRCONDITIONING SYSTEbl BLEED AIR7"
_ I)uring flight each engine provides bleed air for tile air conditioning system. Prior If the
: air entering the air conditioning system, it is precooled to 177°C (350°F) via a fan air pre-
-: cooler. During crttisc when the hleed air anti air conditiolfing sse.y.'tm 'are operating, at esserl-
":- lially a constanl rate, tile anlonllt of heat rejected through tile precooler is al)proximately
_. I0 kJ._nlin/engine (2100 Btu/min/engine) wllicl_ would he the amount potentially avail-
"3_-
able to each lank.
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? By modifying the air conditioning system more heat may be made available by decreasing
the temperature of bleed air entering the air conditioning system from 177°C (350 ° F) to
93°C (200°F). This would increase the amount of heat potentially available to 5540 kJ/
:- min/tank (5250 Btu/min/tank). Figure 23 is a schematic draw: "_of the air conditioning
system bleed air used for fuel heating.
7.2.2 ELECTRICAL GENERATOR AND CSD COOLER
_.) Each engine has an electrical generator driven through a Constant Speed Drive (CSD) and
:- _ gear box. The generator is cooled by the engine fan air and the CSD is oil cooled. The CSD
oil cooler is also cooled by engine fan air. The amount of heat rejected to the engine fan
air during cruise with normal electrical loads is 1780 k J/rain/aircraft (1680 Btu/min/
. aircraft). If tile fan air coolers were replaced by a fuel heat exchanger, the amount of heat
potentially available to each tank is 440 kJ/rain/tank (420 Btu/min/tank). Figure 24 is a
schematic drawing of electrical generator and CSD cooler modifications used for fuel heating.
_. 7.2.3 FUEL RECIRCULATION
Figure 25 is a schematic drawing of the engine fuel recirculation modification used for fuel
: heating. Fuel is supplied from the fuel tanks through the necessary aircraft fuel system to
: tile engioe pump. From here it is pumped to tile fuel control unit where it is metered to the
: quantities required by the engine. The JT9D engines use fuel pumps which consist of a
-" centrifugal boost stage and two gear stages, The main gear stage provides fuel to the fuel
. control with a maxim_nn flow capacity of 210 kg/min (470 lb/min) and a maximum pressure
3 rise of 7600kPa ( 1100 psia).
; The fnel control meters tile required fuel for tile engine and excess fuel is returned down-
. stream of tile boost stage.
The proposcd engine recirculation system would utilize the excess fuel returned from the
fuel control. The fuel will be recirculated back to the aircraft fuel tank utilizing the heat
gained by tile fuel as it tr, wcls through tile engine pumps and tile fuel control.
For the JTgD engine at cruise power, the recirculation rate of fuel flow per engine is
approximately 90 kg/min (200 Ib/min); the estimated heat gained from the recirculation
:- flow is 2200 kJ/min/engine (2050 Btu/min/engine).
2-
: 7,2.4 ENGINE OIL-FUEL COOLER
; : "File engine oil cooling systenl Oil tile JTQD-7 engine is designed to ntaintam tile engine oil
. teml)eratnre below 120°( ' (.;50 I.) for contnmous operation. The oil is cooled hy a Ileal
exchanger with fuel nsed as the cooling medium. The oil/fuel cooler is a full-flow type with
a pressure bydass feature to ensure continued oil flow to the bearings ill the event excessive
i _- pressure drop occurs across the cooler. A thcrlnal bypass valve is also iucluded for comlitions
where the heat rejection rate is high enough to depress the engine oil below 770( ` (170°I:).
[ _ A schematic of the engine oil system is showu on Figu,e 26. Oil I'ron, the engine oil tank is
.:_- supplied t, tile inlcl of tile main gearbox, directed through the main filters, through the
7
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oil/fuel cooler and to tile engine bearings. The oil is then returned through tile oil/fuel cooler
and to the engine-bearings. Tile oil is then returned through the scavenge system to the oil
tank. The fuel side of tile cooler receives metered fuel from the fnel control, which after .-
absorbing heat transferred to it from the engine oil, continues to the fuel nozzles, i
During crnise the heat rejected to the oil and therefore potentially available to the fuel varies
from 3600 kJ/min/engine (3400 Btu/min[engine) a 4500 kJ/min/engine (4300 Btu/min/ "_
engine) depending on engine thrust. A modification to the oil/fuel cooler would provide
: _" heated fuel to the fuel tanks instead of to tile fuel-nozzles.
! _ ('1
7.2.5 GROUND HANDLING FUEL HEATING
Although heating of the fuel for grom'td handling systems is not an aircraft system modifica-
: tion, ground handling heating may be necessary for tile use of the high-freezing-P0irJ! fuels
Ground heating may furnish all the heating required for the use of high-freezing-point fuels
for short range flights. For-long range flights, even where in-flight heating systems are iucor-
porated on the aircraft, ground heating of the fuel may be required at severe conditions.
The matrix of climatic conditions used in this study includes fuel loading temperatures below
tbe freezing point of the -18"C hypothetical fuel.
Existing fuel handling systems at Chicago's O'Hare, Minneapolis, Seattle and Anchorage Air-
ports were evaluated with respect to potential problems with use of high-freezing-point fuels.
Climatological design conditions were investigated particularly for O'Hare and Minneapolis
based on an amalgamation of data from several sources and patterned after the profile given
in Reference 24.
No system modifications would be required for the use of the -29°C freezing-point fuel.
For tile -18°C freezing point fuel, it was concluded that transfer pumps and exposed fuel
piping and small satellite tanks would be sheltered and hydrant carts and refueling tankers
would have canopy or cable heaters. Estimated cost penalties are discussed in the economics
penalty section of this report. No calcnlations were made on the additional preheating of
fuel for short range flights at severe temperatures but the procedures and heating required
- should be similar to those reqtdred to protect tile fnels from freezing prior to long range
: flights.
.
7.3 EVALUATION oFHEAT AVAILABLE FROM I_INOR It,IODIFICATIONS
Table 5 summarizes the heat available from minor modifications of existing aircraft systems
its discussed in this section. As shown on Figure 19, 3000 kJ/iniu/tank is the minimum
heating rate required for use of the -2q°c freezing point fuel at the most severe conditions;
I O i6500 kJ/rain is the nfinimtnn required for the -18 C freezing point fuel. Only two syslems,
:
t le noc tier z r corn toning system and the engine oil-fuel cooler arc capable of individu,_lly
:" supplying enough heat for use with the -2q°c freezing point fuel. Of course, colnbinations
:- of systems, use of insulation, plus the heating sys|enls and selected seasonal use would lnake
all these modifications promising. Ilowevcl', for purposes of conlparJsnn, coulbJned use of
modifications WltSIll)| evahlaled.
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A-number of other existing aircraft heat sources could be suggested, but each would supply
- less than 400 k J/rain/tank of the smallest heat available shown on Table 5. The minor modi-
fications have the advantage that they use heat already rejected to the fan air, fuel or other
sources and thus the performance penalties would be minimal if not negligible. Since these
system modifications are small, weight and costJncreases should be correspondingly small.
Table 5.--Available Heat from Minor Modifications
: ¢
Heat availablepar tank
"" _ Source............
kJlmin BTU/mIn..
: Air conditioning system bleed air 2200 2100
_ Modified air conditioning system. 5500 5200
. :,'- Electrical generator and CSD cooler 440 420
Fuel reclrculation 2200 2000
Engineoil-fuelcooler 4500 4300
L
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_:= 8.0 MAJOR MODIFICATIONS OF EXISTING AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS
: _.-:: FOR USE OF HIGH-FREEZING-POINT FUELS .....
' 8.1 DESIGN CRITERIA .........................................
'- Major modifications are system changes to supply heating for use of high-freezing-point fuels "ld
= which require more extensive redesign than the minor modification. The criteria used for
:"_- * design of the proposed major modification heat sources are: (1) modification will provide
: c)- adequate heat for the -18°C (0°F) freezing point fuel, that is, 6500 kJ/min/tank (6200
:_ Btu/minltank), (2) modification will be a single heat source system rather than a combina-
tion of different heat sources and (3) system will not affect current aircraft prgcedu_rcs
8.2 DESCRIPTION OF MAIORMODIFICATION$
"- 8.2.1 CATALYTIC REACTOR HEATING
Heating the fuel by combustion energy is possible by using a gas generator system with a
-_, catalytic reactor as a heat source. Ambient air is compressed and passes through the catalytic
combustor, the exhaust drives the first turbine which drives the compressor. Air is bled from
the compressor which is used to cool the catalytic reactor. After cooling the reactor tile all
:_: i drives the second turbine and then heats the fuel in a heat exchanger. A schematic of tile
proposed system is shown in Figure 27. Approximately two thirds of the airflow passes
-" ? through the fuel heat exchanger and the remainder exhausts from tile hot turbine. The
.- catalytic combustor has the advantage of very lean, relatively cool combustion. It is still
-'- an experimental concept although recent studies have shown good performance (Ref, 25).
: 8.2.2 ENGINE AIRBLEED ..................
Hot air bled from the engine compressors can be used to heat fuel during flight tllrough a
heat exchanger. At cruise power, the engine airbleed air temperature is nominally 200°C
(400°F). Eighth (low pressure) and 15th (high-pressure) stage bleed air is mixed to maintain
'" the required temperature and airflow. The amount of air mixed is a function of engine power
_- and required airflow, A schematic of the system is shown on Figure 28. Fuel is pumped
from the tanks to the Ileal exchanger located in the engine strut and recirculated back to tile
outboard portion of the tanks. The amount of heat transferred to the fuel will depend on
tile anlotml of bleed air that can be extracted from the engine. It should be noted that as
_ " the amonnt of bleed air used is increased the engine fuel consumption must also be increased
_ " to maintain the _,me engine thrust.
8,2.3 ELECTRICAL HEATING
The fuel can be heated in flight hy an electrical heater, driven I)3,'the engine. Currently some
Boeing 747 airplanes are equipped with engines with dual drive pads It) accommodale two
generators per engine. Each generator delivers 142.5 KVA, T i s study assumes dual drive
pads on each engine in which four of the eight generalors woukl be used for fuel heating.
----- The total amount of energy available from each generator is pproxi n itelv 8400 kI/min
f7960 Btu]min) which is more than adequate for the -18°(" freezing point fuel.
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!_ Since the electrical energy will only be used for heating, the need for a Constant Speed Drive
(CSD) could be eliminated thus reducing cost and weight o¢ the system. To meet safety
' .. requirements, a heat transport loop has been assumed. A schematic of this system is shown
.__ on Figure 29.
8.2.4 TAILPIPE HEAT EXCHANGER
Another method of heating fuel in flight is by transfer of heat energy from the engine.
"0 Calculations were.run on a computer simulation of a IT9D-7 engine on Boeing's Genera! "
"f_ System Analyzer (GSA) Program, which simulates various power extractions and bleed..
: " modes, with output close to actual performance data. The location that provided the ,,.
least penalty for heat extraction was the orimary jet exhaust. To meet safety requirements
a '.reat transport loop would be required and a second heat exchanger for.the.fuel.would be
required. A schematic of this modification is shown in Figure 30.
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9.0 PERFORMANCE AND ECONOMIC EVALUATION
L.
:-_ OF tlEATING SYSTEMS
i. •
i
i _ 9.1 PERFORMANCE PENALTIES OF MINOR MODIFICATIONS
i - The performance penalties associated with tile minor modifications would theoretically
! :' : " be small since tile heat energy supplied by these systems is heat already rejected to the
[ -0_ ambient or tire fuel. In practice there would be some inefficiencies due to heat exchanger
f- _ ().. and fuel pressure drops. The increase in weight due to additional plumbing, valves, controls
- - and accessories is estimated to be approximately 140 kg (300 lbs) for the minor modifications.
i
_: 9.2 PERFORMANCE PENALTIES AND WEIGHTS OF MAJOR MODIFICA'T, IONS
i : The performance penalties for use of the major modifications were calculated on the basis of
_-,i_"'J the following guidelines:
a. A fuel flow change for the engine, due to the system operation, was calculated to
maintain a constant net thrust at cruise. This penalty was then assessed as a fuel
, penalty for the mission and as an added weight of the heat source.
b. A requirement of 6500 kJ/min/tank (6200 Btu/min/tank) was assigned to each source
to cover tile extreme fuel heat requirement.
c. Where the system involved ram drag, this penalty was assessed as a main engine fuel
flow increment to olTsct the ram drag. This penalty was then assessed to the system,
rt_: 9.2.1 CATALYTIC REACTOR HEATING
The catalytic reactor heating system was designed for two units installed on the 747 aircraft
with each unit serving a pair of engine-fuel tank conlbinations. For the requirement of
_ t_500 k J/rain for each lank, or 13000 k J/rain for each catalytic reactor unit, it was calcu-
[ _
!_._, lated that a fuel IIow of 45 kg/hr 1100 Ib/hr) and an airflow of 1.4 kg/sec (3 Ib/sec) per unit
, ._ o t)o
-- would be required. Ilcaled air to the heat exchanger unit would bc at .30 C (44. F). The
fuel Ilow penalty would be 45 kg/hr per catalytic reactor or 90 kg/hr (200 Ib/hr) per air-
plane. A weight of 225 kg!500 Ibl per unit or 450 kg II000 Ib) per airplane was estimated
fro" this modification.
9.2.2 ENGINEAIRBLEED
_: Thc performance of Ihe eugine airblt'cd healing ¢,y_lenl Was calculated using tile Boeing GSA
i progranl for the JTOl)-7 simnlatio,, ineutioned ill section 8. Various combinations of low
presstlrc I_,lh stage) and high pre_-,_irc ( I 5th _lagc) bleed air extraction could be used.
Figure 31 i_ a f(nnl_onitc plt_l _llt_,',-illg lhc penalties ill leruls of fuel consnnlption for various
conll_in;dion_ of h)w-prc_ure aud high-prcsstuc air bleed. Penalties for extraction of low-
pressure ais arc Ic_,_lllan tln)_e for Itigh pressure air blced. A reasonable estilnate of bleed
air reqllired fol _,50(1 kJ 'mill. il zwailahic at 230o( . witil an air teulperatorc drop of 110°C,
is 0.0 kg' ,c I __Ib.'scc). I hi_ qtlanlily cannol bc supplied in lolal by low pressure bleed.
"?f
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Instead, the best combination is a ntaxil:mm of 0.51 kg/sec low pressure bleed and 0.39
kg/sec high pressure bleed. The restllting fuel penalty (see Figure 31) is 83 kg/hr (1841b/hr)
per engine or 332 kg/hr per airplane.
Tbe estimated weigbt of this airbleed system is 75 kg ( 165 Ib) per engine or 300 kg 16t'_0 Ib)
per airplane.
9.2.3 ELECTRICAL HEATING
,-tL3
_ The performance penalty of the electrical beating system was calculated assuming an 80%
efficiency in transmission. To provide 6500 kJ/ntin/engine each engine would be required
to generate 130 kW. The fuel penalty associated witb this required power is approximately
11 kg/hr (24 Ib/br) per engine or 44 Kg/hr per airplane. The estimated weigh', of the elec-
trical heating system is 110 kg (250 Ib) per engine or 450 kg ( 1000 lb) per airplane.
9.2.4 TAILPIPE HEAT EXCHANGER
Tile JT9D-7 simulation program GSA, computed performance penalties for beat extraction
front tile engine air stream at various locations. Penalties for heat extraction at several
compressor and turbine stations are approximately equal to the fuel flow for combustion
energy equivalent to the desired 6500 kJ/min or 9 kg/br, At the tailpipe, the fuel flow
penalty was calculated to be 2.7 kg/hr (6 lb/br) per engine, a traction of the luei flow
eqnivalent to the combustion energy.
Tile weight of this system, based on a beat exchanger using tile 530°C tailpipe temperature
was estinlated as 63 kg ( 140 Ib) per engine or 250 kg (550 Ih) per airplane.
9.2.5 INSULATION
Weights were estimated for using tank Jllsuhltion, although insulation would he effective
only in connection with additional ininor or major modification heating sources. For an
asslmled insulation weight of h00 kg/nt 3, and approxilnately 390 m 2 of wing tank surface,
the weight ofO.6 cm l 1/4-incil) thick insuhliion is 1500 kg f3300 Ibsl. and lbc weight of
2.5 t.'in (I-incJi) tllick Jnsulatiolt is 5900 kg ( 13000 Ibsl. Thrust or fuel Ilow pcllallles were
not estimated for insulation. It should be noted that tile asstuned weight of 2.5 cm of
insulation is 15% of the 747-200 payload for the 9100 knt mission.
9.2.6 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE PENALTIES FOR I%IAJO1,1,MODIFICATIONS
Tahle i'_lisls the pcrlbrlnancc i_ellallies of tile major nlodificalion tliscnssed and sized for
f_500 kJ/nlhi/tank beating. Total airplane fdel constinlption increase required to inahilain
• engine thrusl aild weJgllt increases art' showll also The fuel cunsmnpiion incre:_se is slated
as tile percent of an average cruise fuel flow of 8h00 kg/hriairplane. Fc_r comparison the
cquivalcnl fuel consuntptioll based on 43000 kJikg heating wihlc, to produce (_5()(1kJ/rain/
tank i_,listed. TIlis represents any collcep( Ilsiug a fuel fired heal excllanger, allbotigh Iio
practical systenl of tills type was dJsctls_cd ill lilis section.
,J
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Table 6.--Performance Penalties for Major Modifications
One-day-per-yearprobability and useof -18°C FreezingPoint Fuel
Fuelconsumptionincrease
%of cruise Weightincrease
Kg/hr/airplane fuel flow kg/airplane
Catalytic reactorheating 90 1.1 450
"L) Engineairbleed 332 3.9 300
t_ Electricalheater 44 0.5 450
Tailpipeheatexchanger 11 0.1 250
Insulation 0.6 cm thick Not applicable 1500
2.5 cm thick Not applicable 5900
Combustionheating 36 0.4 For referenceonly
9.3 PERFORMANCE PENALTIES BASED ON AVERAGE UTILIZATION
9.3.1 CA LCU LATION OF FLIGHT UTILIZATION
The penalties calculated in section 8 expressed as fuel consumption are based on systems
sized to provide the required fuel heating for an extreme ambient temperature condition
with a one-day-a-year probability. This assumes that the system will be operated at 100_
output on every flight.
To obtain a realistic operating average fuel consttntption penalty, the average utilization rate
of the s:,stems based un flight frequency and average in-flight ambient temperature for both
summer and winter months was deterntined. The 747 routes and flight frequencies were
compiled from a Boeing program that uses current commercial flight data published in
Reference 26. Long-range flights were divided into categories corresponding 1o the three
long-range missions established for this study as shown on Table 7.
Table 7.--747 Flight Frequencies
Representativefrequency
flights/week
Route distancerange Correspondingmission
km km Winter Summer
2800 to 4600 3700 645 957
4600 to 6500 5600 684 1034
Greaterthan6500 9100 361 510
|:or each of tilt' I'iiglll routes an average in-flight altilude ambient temperature was obtained
u_,ing I_,el'erences 14 and 15. These data were used to calculate the percentage of flight;
lh:lt wotdd require the heatihg system for use of the hypothetical high-freezing point fuels.
Data _,imilar to the AFTTA output of Figures 6 through I0 were used 1o deternfine those
reerase in-Ill,hi altitude ambient temperatures that were low enough to require any anlotnlf
t_l heating for lhe parlicuhlr fucl and missioll. Thus the utilization tale was determined by
62
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using the number of flights that required a heating system and the amount of heat necessary
to maintain the fuel above its freezing point during the flight. This method gives a conserva-
tive prediction of utilization rates summarized in Table 8. It indicates that for use of-180( `
freezing-point fuel, heating systems would have to be used in the majority of tile flights. In
the use of-29°C freezing-point fuel, heating systems would not be used in summer and only
on a small percentage of tile longest range winter flights.
Table 8.--Utilization of Heating Systems
• '_ Percent of flights predicted to use systems
-- ¢_' Mission Winter months Summer months
-18°C fuel -29°C fuel -18°C fuel -29°C fuel
3700 53 0 45 0
5600 59 0.1 50 0
9100 73 5,3 59 0
Combined utilization 62 1.8 52 0
9.3.2 FUEL CONSUMPTION WITH UTILIZATION RATES
The previously determined utilization rates were used to modify the fuel consumption
penalties derived assuming 100% utilization of the heating systems. The fuel consumption
penalties are shown in Table 9.
Included in this table are calculations for tile -29°C fuel which requires 3700 kJ/rain/tank,
and the -18°C fuel which requires 6200 kJ/min/tank. The reference combustion heating
figure, discussed in Table t_,is also included.
Table9.--Average Fuel Consumption Penalty Basedon
Utilization Rates
% fuel consumption penalty % averagefuel consumption penalty
100% utilization usingcombined utilization rates
Heating system
-18°C fuel -29°C fuel
_- -IB°C fuel -29°C fuel
Winter Summer Winter Summer
Catalytic reactor heating 1.1 0.62 0.70 0.59 0,012 0.0
Engine airbleed 3.9 2.20 2.50 2.10 0.042 C.O
Electrical heating O.S 0.28 0,32 0.27 0.005 0.0
7. Tailpipe heat exchanger O.t 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.001 0.0
Combustion heating 0.4 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.004 0.0
?
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9.4 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
9.4.1 INSTALLATION COSTS
Prelimillary price estimates were made oil all four major modifications and ou tile engine
oil-fuel heat exchanger representing a typical Ininor modification.
This procedure involved establishing:
a, Non-recurring costs for each system, including detail desigtx, staff altd certification costs,
lab test and flight tests.
b. Man[fracturing non-recurring costs including planning, jig tooling, manufacturing
development and quality control.
Recurring costs were developed from purchase equipment costs and installation work state-
ments which were used to estimate manufacturing costs for an assumed 300 airplane produc-
tion full. For the purposes of this study, in-line production only was assumed.
Grotmd handling modifications discussed in Seclion 7.2.5 were also priced based on the use
of the - 180( ` freezing-point fuel at O'Hare Airport. The average initial cost of each system
per airplane (except for ground handling) is shown below:
Catalytic reactor heating S2q0.000
Engine airbleed 80,000
Electrical heating 140,000
Tailpipe heal exchanger 150,000
Engine oil-fitel heat exchanger 80,000
Ground imndling modifications $350.000 Total
9.4.2 I)IRECT OPERATING COSTS
I)irecl operating costs (I).O.C.)were based oll the BOelJlg ('ompauy revision to tile basic
ATA nlission profile (Ref. 27l. Changes have beeu made in grntmd and air Inaneuver tinle
and distattce factors to correspond closely to actual flig.ht operations. Basic cllara_.teristics
of the Boeing program are listed in Table 10. The additional fuel. weight and maintenance
penalties were used ill the prograln to obtain the increlnenlal D.O.C, increase. Figures 32
through 35 are examples of the data output |rein the D.O.('. program. Figure 32 sh<aws tile
data for no initial cost for the ,',yslems. "1he percent I).O.C. is sllown as a function el percent
fuel penally for several wdues of total weighl increase. Figure 33 presents the same nlforula-
lion but plotted its a fuel price offset, that is, the fuel price decrease of the high-freezing-
point fuel that wouhl oflXel tile D.O.C. penalty. Fuel prices were cmnpttted using a base
price of 10.9_ ,,'liter 141¢/gall. |:igure 34 shows the fuel penally and I).O.C. penalty for a
system initially priced at $200,000. Figure 35 is the corresponding fuel price ofl'wt.
Table I was co_lslructed from data similar to those of Figllrcs 32 through 35 utilizillg the
calculaled fuel I_enalties, weights and inilial cost_. ()no thiner Jnodil'icatiun. fhe t'ugillC oil-
fuel heat exthanger is also inchldetl although the heat available from Off,, sy',tem is not
_4
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I= sufficient for use with tile -18°C fuel. For reference the modification costs ground handling
--7 tile high-freezing-point fuels at O'Hare Airport are included. The cost of the ground handling
- -- modification per liter of fuel "through-put" with the costs spread over fi_e years is minimal
r
=- Tile data in Table 1I indicate that the system ranking with -29°C fuel almost entirely on
: the basis of weight since yearly utilization is low. With the -18°C fuel, however, relative
• ranking changes because ut3ization time is greatly increased. Systems with large fuel con-
-- e ' ' oi( sumption penalties show increased D.O.C. p nalties with the -18 C fuel ...........................................
2_
- 9,4.3 RETURN ON INVESTMENT_ .
Return on investment (R.O.I.) estimates were also calculated for the recovery of initial costs "
of the modifications. Table 12 is a summat3' of the Boeing R.O.l..criteria for amortization,
-7 depreciation and other cash recoveries. The R.O,I. calculations were made based on the
utilization rates for both high freezing point fuels. A summary of the R.O.I. percentage
_ -- dem'eases and the fuel price decrease which would •offset the change in R.O.I. are shown on
- Table 13. This table is analogous tothe D.O.C. presentation of Table 11.
Table 10,--Basic Characteristicsof Boeing 1976 Direct Operating Costs
(DOC) Coefficients
A_Jp cability New and used airplanes
Domestic trunk, U.S. intercontinental and local service
r
Mission Profile 1967 ATA with revised taxi, air maneuver, and airway distance factors
Utilization New-approximately 95% 1967 ATA
Used-approximately 30% 1967 ATA
Cruise procedure New minimum cost constant. M, step climb
Crew expense Function of gross weight and speed
F uel price 82d/liter (31d/gal.) U,S, domestic, 10.9d/liter (41d/gel.) U.S. intercontinental
i , =.
Maintenance Mature level maintenance based on detailed a_elysis
Engine line maintenance labor is included in engine maintenance
Labor rate -- $g.ofl/manhour
Burden = 200% of direct labor
Depreciation New- 15 years to 10% on airplane and spares
Used- 7 years to 10% on airplane and spares
Insurance t%/year based on fly-away i-rice
Spares 6% airframe price
30% engine price
Non.revenue factor 2% added to fuel and maintenance for non-revenue flying
=- 65
: t: r I I • p
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Table I I.--DOC Analysis of Fuel Heating Systems
c
0 . .
i _ -18°C freezing point fuel -29 C freezing point fuel
" _DOC Fuel price offset ADOC Fuel price offset
Systems % I_/liter ¢_]gallon % _Jliter d/gallon
" Catalytic reactor heating 0.65 -0.13 -0,61 0,285 -0.067 -0.26
Engine alrbleed 1.07 -0.28 -1.05 0.125 -0.030 -0.12
Electrical heating 0.33 -0.08 -0.29 0,20 -0.046 -0.18
T-_-.=_ Taiipipe heat exchanger 0,!83 -0.04 -0.15 0.16 -0.035 -0.13 t
i:'_'L_ Engine oil/fuel heat exchanger ...... 0,075 -0.018 -0.07Ground handling modification
. ..... (O'Hare) -- -0.002 -0.009 ......
I
t TaL'le 12.--Boeing Return on Investment (ROI) Method
; • ROI is the rate that makes the presentvalue of future net annual cash in-flows equal to the
out-flow at the time of equipment acquisition
=" • Cashflows and their timing are considered as folk3ws:
• Standard prepayment schedulefor new airplanes
Time prior to delivery Percent of price paid
_ 15 months 20
12 months . 5 "_
9 months 5
6 months 5
0 (delivery} 65% + spares
• No prepayments for usedairplanes
• investment tax credit of 10% spread over the first three yearsof operation
• Annual operating costsand revenue at stated missionsand load factors
• Accelerated depreciation for tax purposes (sum of yearsdigits for 10 years)
• Income taxes at 48%
.?
- • Airplane life (new) is f8 years and residual value is 10% of price s ares=
, : • Airplane tile (aid) is 7 yearsand residualvalue is 10% of price _-sparo_
: Tabl_ 13.--ROI Analysis of Fuel Heating Systems
-- ,, ,,
-18°C freezing point fuel -29°C f[eezing point fuel
: " _ROI Fuel price offset _DOC Fuel prk:e offset
- : Systems % #./liter d/gellorl % d/liter d/gallon
m
Catalytic reactor heating 0.24 -0.32 -1.20 0.f 7 -0,22 -0.83 •
" Engine airbleed 0,20 -0.28 -f,OS 0.0_ -0.07 -0,25
Electrical heating OJ2 -0.16 -0.60 0.09 -0.12 -0.44
• Tailpipe heat exchanger 0.11 -0.13 -0.50 0.09 -0.11 -0.43
_' _-% Engine oil/fuel heat exchanger ..... 0,04 0.05 -0.20
i : 70
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LT 9.4.4 EFFECT OF FUEL HEATING VALUI- ON COSTS /
:" "i'hc I'ucl i)rol)crly rallies for the hyl)othctical fuels Ihal w,-uc used Iluou.,ahottt thin _lu(ly
h;ive I)k'¢11presenled Oll I;d_le 2. Most of the prol_erli_.'s and their po,,sible "_at'ialion_, would
: - ha',c no effect on ¢osl_,. "]he fuel'.,, net heating value I1¢r ntass, how,.'ver, in nhn',vn Io ol'l'sel
,:us( pellallies sel'iOunly. The e¢o11oIIli_ calL'Ll[alJolls tlst'd ii Valllt2 |'Ol- Jt.'l A pel ASI M L)- I (_SS.
- "]'he values in Table 2 indicate.' Ihal a representative average value for Jel A is 43300 kJ ;kg.
For tile lwo Itypotht:tical high freezing point I'ue]_,.standard propt'rty correlat ol s .,_,;i_t.,a
-- heating value of 43000 kJ/kg of tile -29°( . freezing point fuel whiclt IllCet_ tile ASIM I)- 1655
J specification minimum and 4.2700 kJ/'kg for the -114°( ` fuel which is slightly below the mini
"_ munl l he DOC and ROI were determilled for both hypothetical Fuels using _l 2'; decrease
j_:_ in net heatiug value of 4-1900 k J/ks (18000 Btu/Ib) Results are summarized on Table 14
Comparison wilh tile previous tables shows thal tile l educlioll in net healing value per inas_.
substantially increases the DOC and ROI penalties
Table 14--D00 and ROI Penalties for Foal Systems Using 41900 kd/_g
Net Heating Value Fuels
-IS°C freezing point fuel -20°C freezing Doint fuel
Systems ADOC AROI _DOC AROI
% % % %
Catalytic reactor heating 1.87 0.47 1.46 0.41
Engine airbleed 2.07 0.43 1.29 0.29
Electrical heating 1.54 0.35 1.39 0.33
TailDipeheatexchanger 1.47 0.34 t .36 0.33
Engineoil/fuel heatexchanger ..... 1.27 0._o
|I should be noted that the penalfie:, associaled with the he! heali.g value should also be
evaluated based on tilt' inethod by which tile fucl is purch=lsed I hat is it lu¢l is purchased
by volume, the increased density of tile two hypothetical fuels may resuh in a higher healing
value based on volunle and offset the reduction in heating value bm,ed on mass If Fuel is
: -- purchased to obtain a specific qumltily ol energy, ie, _/kJ, the I)O( and ROI penallic, will
be affected.
7
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10.0 DISCUSSION AND EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS FOR USE OF
HIGH-FREEZING-POINT FUELS
lO.l FUELTANK TEMPERATURE
The predicted in-flight fuel temperatures for tile mission and the extreme minimum ambient
temperature analyzed indicated that i_.creasing the fuel freezing point beyond the current spe-
cification limit would require some modification either to flight procedures or to tile aircraft
j itself.
-7 For short range flights, initial fuel loading and airport ambient temperatures influence the
minimum in-flight fuel temperature. The use of-29°C and even -I 8°C freezing-point fuels is
possible without modification under most seasonal conditions. Ground heating systems will
permit use of these fuels under most winter conditions.
For long range flights_ greater than 3700 km (2000 n mi,)in-flight lug :,,nperatures will
approach tile ambient altitude stagnation temperature. For these flights, the minimum in-
flight fuel temperatures are independent of fuel loading and airport ambient temperature
but are solely dependent on altitude ambient temperature and aircraft Math ntnnber. Proce-
dural changes to avoid temperatures below the freezing point of the hypothetical fuels are
considered unacceptable due to tile frequency these procedural changes would have to be
used. Fuel heating systems are regarded as tile only acceptable means of maintaining fuel
temperatures above tile freezing points of these fuels on long range flights.
10.2 MINOR MODIFICATIONS
Of the minor nlodifications investigated tile two which were considered most feasible from
the amount of heat available were: (I) engine oil/filel heat exchanger and (29 modified air
conditioning heat rejection system. Both systems wouhl provide enough heat to maintain
.... _ O
tile fi]cl abo_ c tile trcezmg-poml oI tile -, C fuel. Between these systems, lhe engine oil/
fuel heal exchanger system was considered supelior because it could be designed to be inde-
pendent of any of the current aircraft systems. Tl:is can be done by designing a by-pass on
the existine engil;.r oil cooler such that the fuel would be cooled hy fuel from the tanks rather
than fuel from the fuel control. Ill this way tile system may be turned off when heat to tile
tank_ is not required and engine oil would again be cooled by fnel lrom the fuel control.
The modified air conditioning heat rejection system was considered less promising hecause
it wotdd require extensive modifications and because rising fuel to cool the air co,tlitionhlg
bleed air would demand the use of the fuel heating system on all flights. DuriJl_ hot days,
the fuel heating system is tmneccssary and the heat rejected to the fuel may overheat tile fuel.
The recirculatiou of fuel from the fuel control nisei boost ptunps back to the tank to wariu the
-:_ • ftiel has idsO been tliscusscd as a ininor tnodiJicalion.._laxiuliun healing rate i_ eslJma(ed as
__00 kJ/rain/tank. This modificalion as well as electrical gcneralor eoolJllg and other heal
sources are systems Ihal pronlise simple inslallatJon _nltl s:uall tom awl weight penallie4.
]l(rwevel'. ill this stndy ollly r,ysteuls that v.::re cap;ll_le of nsc with ;tl ItqlSl Ihe -:.4°( ' freezing-
point fuel {_lnlillinlt.Ul'_ of 3700 kl,min'lank he'ft supply) were ctm4ideled. Systcln,, ,_udl a_
I'tleJreclrtuJdln"" ' )n can orfer ne;ir term promise for rise oJ' a relaxed specificalitm Jt'l .,%wilh
I'reezinu poin|s betweell the presenl day ,pecificalion and Ili:ll of lilt -24 (" fut'l. I.urlhernltlr_..
. . t_0;._, _,^r '1'_: _"
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combinations of minor modifications can be useful, For example, engine oil/fuel heat exchanger
flow combined with tile pump-fuel control recirculation could produce about 6500 k J/rain
beating sufficient for use of the -18°C fuel. The design criteria for this study excluded combi-
nation heating systems for two reasons: (I) to provide ;i basic comparison study of systems
alone and (2) on a practical operational basis, use of two or more systems to provide required
heating may add complexity and system failure conditions that may make certification of
:. tile systems difficult• It is recognized however, that further study of minor modifications,
their variations and combinations would be worthwhile.
.... .N 10.3 MAJOR MODIFICATIONS
?_- Tile major modifications were designed to provide the required heat to each tank to maintain
,_,_ fuel temperature above the -18°C freezing point. These modifications are independent of any
_:"- of tile existing aircraft systems and are designed to operate only wben required. Of the modi-
-- ' fications investigated, electrical heating and engine airbleed systems would require :he least
developmental effort. Tile tailpipe beat exchanger would require a greater effort and the
_ catalytic reactor would require considerable advances ill tile state-of-tire-art.
The ilia or modifications were sized for use with tile more extreme freezing point fuel, -I 8°(7.
For use strictly with the -29°C freezing point fuel, it would be advantageous to use a minor
. inodification such as the engine oil/fuel heat exchanger. However, the majnr modifications
cotdd be operated or scaled down for use with tile -29°C freezing point fuel. In this respect,
for tile engine mounted modifications, only two of the four units could be motulted or used.
For example, there cotdd be a two generator electrical healing system instead of a four gen-
- erator system. The catalytic reactor beating syslem does not adapt well to a scaled-down
version.
' - Insulation has been excluded as a competitive modification due to excessive weight penalties
and installation diMculties. For future designs, where insulation can be incorporated as all
_ integral component of wing tank design, insulation nmy offer a trade-off of initi_d weight
_ _ versus fuel consuml_tion penalties of beating systems. Insulation weighl, nevertheless, isa
.... fixed penalty that cannot be turned "oil" and "ofr' ill contrast to tile heating systelns,
_ ': For reference, performance of a system supplying heat by combustion has also been calcu-
lated based silnply on the amonnt of heat supplied by a fuel with lilt average heat of combustion
, o1"43000 kJ/kg. This is included in the table of fuel consunlption penalties on Table 1_. An
_, operating s:¢stcm of this type was not designed directly, the cat_lytic reactor is tile closest
.c 7 concept of direct combustion heating. It is no|ed thai tile fuel consulnlHion of the catalytic
• - reltctor is 2.5 times that of the 0ii','ct coulbtlslion beeanse of the r:un dl_lg rpenalty. On lhe
"_ other hlmd. such systems as a tailpil'.e Ileal exchanger uses less than one-fourtll o1"the fuel
consunlplion for direct combustion, l-nergy extracted at the prilnary exhausl nozzle reduces
: the jet velocity and thrust only fractionally.
10.4 ECONOMIC AND PERFOI2,MANCE PI-NALTIES
The installation toms, h'Jcreased weighl, increased nlainlenance toM,, and increa_,cd f, lel
consunlption are the factors which deternline the ecnlltnnic penaltie,, imposed oil the aircrafl
due Io Ihe modifications. The fuel constunplion penally is direcllV relaled I_l Ihe tllililatiou
?4
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rale of lhe healing nysteln, whlls, il the syMeln tlliliZ_Lli(lll lilne INlow ellollgh as ill lhe case for
the -29o( . freezing pohll fuel. lhe fuel consmnption penally has :1 negligible elf eel oil Ihe
eCOllOllliCpenally.Only systenlweigh| and inslalhlliollcoslsinl]lleZ|c(.,theeconollliCpel|ally.
Thiswotdd indicatethalfora-29°('fuel,a lightweight,low coslsyslemwould be nlost
economical even if it is associated with high fuel consIIIllplion penalties while ill use.
When the utilization time is greatly increased as in the case for -I 8'_(" fuel, fuel consumption
strongly inlluences tile economic penallies. [:or e×anlple, conlparc lhe D.O.('. changes for
I the airbleed heating system and the electrical heating system shown on Table I 1. With tile
-29°C fuel, die high priced electrical heating system shows tile greater economic penalty.
With the -18°C fuel, the less-fuel-efficient airbleed system ,shows the greater penalty. There-
fore, if a heating system will be used legularly, a system with low operating fuel consumption
wonkl be most economical.
"l'ht" infloence of heat of combustJOll oil performance penalties was also noted. Reduction
of heat of combustion by only 2% imposes several times the economic penalties as
tile most cost'.y modification for fnel heating. This may bc offset by the method used
to pltrchase the fuel, i.e., price/volume or price/kJ.
10.5 RECOMMENDATIONS
This study relied on hYl_othetical fuels wilh con_trucled properties. It was asMiined thai a
fuel with a given boiling range wotfld have tl predictable I'reezmg poinl. Much theoretical
and correlative work remains to be done on relating freezing point to boiling range and other
properties in defining a useful freezing point for aviation use and in relating freezing point to
fuel system behavior and pumpability.
Other properties of the hypothetical slndy lilels arc of siglfificance. The shong effect of
tleillJllg vahle OI1perforlnance has been noted: probable changes of ilel healing value wilh
boiling ranges or freezing poinl should be predicted accuralely. Thermal slabilily of jet
fuels used as heat sinks, such as Ior supersonic IFilll_,pol'l. i_,of greal ctmccrll ( Ref. 281. Ilca-
ring the high-freezing point I'ttelr, Ina) ilfllothtcc similar prol_lems. 1 hu,.. local temperatures
of the fuel heat exchailgers should be accuralely delcllllilled Io avoid overheatiulg aml possible
fuel coking.
The nlosl prolnisil|g inodificalioas appeal worthy of Inolt' delailctl ',ludy. hi parlicular. Ihe
engille oil/lnel heat exchanger sySleln is a low penally syMenl and readily adapled to existing
aircralt. A ntmly of lhe engine oil s_vslem iIl_l.Vshow addiliollat capabilily Io increase the heat
outpul oflhisconcepl. An early work reporled in Reference 20. illdicaleslhal 51(1(}k J/rain
Cilll be I'elllO _,ell I'lonl Ihe oil at a nla\ilntlln oil |elnpelalme o1 Ib()"('. It appeal", lhal Ihe
system may bc upgraded even hlrlher to supply t_500 _J 'rain Ior u',e wilh Ihe -18'_(" freezing-
r poinl fuel.
75
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All illlitl_ liu;ll '_l,_d_ :1.,', bt'cll _l:HdlL_ h'd t." till il_._ t_l J,llI;d_'llk'd Sl,cciliL'illh_ll JlYdrut;;lt'],Oll
ftlels ill pr_n,.'lll da3 ,m cr,iil. :\ -,boll iah_L" ]_-/ lni_,,dt)n alld Ihrce h)ll_ r n_c "1._7illiSt,i_)n',
were tl_ed i1:_I)i_i_ _lf _illctlhlli_)l_n :it ti L_ll_!-dily _l-yCa]- CXllClll,2 "¢iI]ti¢_; Ill ¸ :_¢il_,Olllll :lnd ,.']ililalic
fuel ]oadill_, llirl)Oil alllbh,llt alld ;lilillrh- ambienl ICllll_CfallllCS. I:(;,lir ]13,'l_olhclicaJ l'.cl_
were seleclcd; t__ Iligh-_al_Ol-i_rux_urc. _iI]t 35 kP;i (S phi Reid Vapor l)IL'NStll'k ') [llld 70kPa
• (10 psi RVP) md wo I _1-in'c/ le-p_) t, -2tY( ' (-2(?1:1 and -I ¢'(' (O:'FI. hl-flitzht (Lie|
tolllpelattlres ' lk' I Icdlct_'d I,_ kill Cslilblisht'd k'iJllllldlCl piOglall]. I]ui]-ol'(r_lles were calcll]ated
for tile hig]l+vapul-pte_ltlc Im'l_. hca i a_. and hlnlilalion iC,luirclllenln [¢)r tile high-I'rcezing-poinl
hlelS. In ilddi|i(lll (Ol IJl_ ]lil_ll Id_'CZili_2-11(lilll flwN. l)os_iblc IllilIOl" _llld llliljol" heatillg sFSteln
modilications Wk'l-¢ IIIVk'nii_iltk'd wit[I lu'_pu'ct h) hk'ili OkltpUl, I_t'll-Orlll;lllce illld ecomonic penalties. "_
'['hL' "(.) IOwlllu t.o .J LhlOn_, ilI¢ bil',_'d t_It I]le FL'SUID, o|" this _,lLIdy.
]+ F(|I IOlll2 l;lll_2d IJllzhls. }ti_h-V/ll+Ol-I)tess_lrc l'tl¢}s Ill_l_ bc llslthlc Wilh _;Itlldl hoil-ol'_"
]ox._cs if ploccdmal • h:_n_c_ ill initizd cruise altitude al-e _cceptable. Fuel boi]-o]f
pCJlalti_'s _ ilh tl_" *d hl,,-!h-_ ;q_tu-plc_surc Iucln in short F[Ill_,¢ IliBhts uf 900 kill (500
II.llli.) ¢li h':,s i;l_pcill Illllic_ _'[llilbb.'.
2. [;'lckllcl_?_l ill I]i_2hl (_'H,: I,litll,:, I,II the 'lOll kill (500 II.llli. I IIIJ_.JOllS are 5.[ich Ihil{
l'ucls with up to 20"( I, /lilt ilql[lll Ill;ly bk' llNk'd V/JIll il Vk'I'_."slllil]l I_l'ol'_abilily o["
fucl I¢lll])eldllll'C ['_hP,', lh, ll_¢/]ll_ I_Ollll. ":+
3. ]:uels tA'ilh ]lu'_'7ill,_. poiul-, up m 11_"(" t'311 |_t' I.l_.t-'tl lllldt+r _ll] seilsollal illld u'linlalic
COlldl|h)ll'+ It), the '_hI,II l.lilk't' l.ti_,+,Ittll <, II lh_' fuel e,:cl'¢ lll-t+'Iicillt_d ill grOtllld loading.
Mt>tlili_ittioll_+ lu illl])o" .' i,l II Ill: _ Cqtl]|;lilt-'llt ilild proc_.'Oure iil_+' l+tL'L'k'S+_klFyfOl
_It)l,l_' ;lilt] II+,_` t)l llh" ]_ ( Ill,'], ,tl ncHilC h'JlIl+t'l'+llk' Ion.+" ii]l])t)rls ill e,'ilIlt-+l .. "]he
ctl,,ts _>1 Ihc_.c 1114)thliu,tlloll'_ .it II1,11_+1illlt+l+l Is lIlt' IIHliilllLll I);Isu'd on Ill_++ tlllilnlily of
l'u_.'lha nd h.'d.
4, l'+)iIt'll}'Idll!+,"II,,'ht, _ lltlkilll._tJ(l(J]l,llli.lO II)I]_QI"]tiil)lSk'ill'nc,.,.monlically
fu+r+,ibh'Ill:_--."++ "_ ( hl.)oilplt"-.t'llll_ttldll_lilul,]ir,.'l+ll'Iwitha hJalilhl#S_.'SIt'III
inntalh'd. I hu ,acighl ,..] in.l.dl;dioll cmi (+l the h,+':lling '._ynh'lll will If:lye lhe gr¢illest
t'_'It.'t+ I 011 tilt.' _, +ll1,1111it" 1:_'II+III_ +Ill tht.' :lil'l+];llW.
5. lh,_' llst' ul I_ ( Itwl -]i h,ti++ l.lllVm'lhvhl. In ,tI'-.t)t.'uonOlllh.lll) l_':i.,ibl_+'a]I]lOtl_]l tile
t+lOIIOIllil I't Ililllh'- lilt' +!l_';llt'l IJl,llI I]++>SV+l>,Stlt'Jiih't] "_.]lJl []IU -)tl"( " |'tle]. "JIlk' Jlll'reask'd
lllu'l t nn'.Uhilqi_ul _d 'he l:_'.dli_ _. ".h'm ','.l]i h_P,elht" F]'-+_le".l'al]',.-..'lml I]I¢ u'conomic
]l'Jll;lll) _11 11:',"dllld:il,,
• 1_. I "wo _._.',h'iLt-.:g'lW.L_ I , ''I, ._ i.i+_'l L]_t'dlli_',Itln1+i" il '+,ht':d '+._qlr,.'c+,IoI llSk' +,If III¢
.2')'( (It'dllllg 1'_'",I Iti I I ''I +l,_" ++I lilt + }5, (" llle] :lj+," lodilh'iilil+ll +,illt' llt'it"+,_,llfg
.HId ',t'% II,I I ++'-, _,1, .' I Ill', ,(I,,V_ IqtHlli',_"
• ,'....
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